Lookout Mobile Endpoint Security for Small Business
As your employees and data go mobile, Lookout closes your security gap

Overview
As more organizations rely on mobile devices and applications to store and access

Benefits

sensitive data, malicious actors are aggressively going after mobile devices as
their most valuable target. For that reason, small businesses need a strong security

Measurable reduction of risk

strategy in the same way larger enterprises do. To stay ahead of attackers, your

Understand your organization’s mobile risk

organization’s security policies must extend to your mobile endpoint devices.

at a glance with simple Risk Status

Lookout for Small Business makes it easy to protect mobile devices with predefined
protection settings and unmatched visibility into the security of your entire fleet

Post-perimeter protection

from a simplified dashboard. With simple 3-step deployment and on-device end

As your employees access more sensitive

user remediation capabilities, Lookout gives scaling businesses peace of mind by

data from mobile devices outside your

granting enterprise-grade security without requiring massive amounts of dedicated

four walls, Lookout protects them against

IT resources.

malicious applications, phishing attempts,
network attacks, and more to keep your
growing business safe

How It Works
Lookout for Small Business provides an intuitive cloud-based admin interface to

Visibility into mobile incidents

easily enroll your organization’s devices and gain real-time visibility into any mobile

Respond quickly and effectively with

risks faced by your employees. Lookout leverages a lightweight app on the mobile

real-time visibility into incidents on

device to protect it and, if needed, guide the employee through simple incident

mobile devices

remediation on the device and return them to safety without relying on an IT team.

Securely enable mobility
!

including BYOD, to increase employee
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Risk Detected

Lookout Admin Alert

Lookout
Security Cloud

Our solution is powered by the Lookout
Security Cloud, which comprises over

Embrace more flexible mobility programs,

Lookout
Admin Console

170M mobile devices worldwide and over

productivity and stay competitive

Privacy by design
Ensure your data sovereignty and employee
privacy policies are upheld using our privacy

70M apps. This unparalleled visibility into

controls features

mobile apps, networks, and OS firmware
allows us to implement machine learning to
detect emerging threats with high fidelity.

Easy to deploy and maintain
With simple 3-step deployment from the
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On-device
Security Alert

!
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On-device
Self Remediation

Lookout Console, it is easy to ensure full
coverage of your mobile fleet now and as it
scales in the future

Lookout Work App
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Lookout for Small Business

Lookout Mobile Endpoint Security

As more sensitive data is accessed by mobile devices, they are increasingly becoming a
Mobile Endpoint Security for
Small Business

target for attackers. Lookout for Small Business identifies mobile threats targeting these
primary attack vectors:
•

Web & Content-based threats: Phishing attacks or malicious websites & files

•

App-based threats: Malware, rootkits, and spyware

•

Network-based threats: Man-in-the-middle attacks

•

Device-based threats: Jailbroken/rooted devices, outdated OS, risky device
configurations

App-based threat protection
Malware
Rootkits
Spyware

Full Spectrum Protection with Lookout

!

!

Device Risks

Ransomware
Network-based threat protection

Network Risks

Man-in-the-Middle attacks
SSL attacks
Device-based threat protection
Advanced jailbreak/root detection
Operating system vulnerabilities

!

!

Web/Content Risks

Malicious App Risks

Risky device configurations
Web & Content-based threat protection

The Lookout Difference
•

Lookout has amassed one of the world’s largest mobile security datasets due to our
global scale and mobile focus. Lookout has collected security data from over 170M
devices worldwide and over 70M apps, with up to 90K new apps added daily.

•

Phishing attacks from any channel
Malicious URLs to risky websites
Threat dashboard

This global sensor network enables our platform to be predictive by letting machine
intelligence identify complex patterns that indicate risk. These patterns would otherwise
escape human analysts.

•

Management and Support
Enterprise-grade mobile security optimized
for small business

Mobile is a new era of computing and requires a new era of security solution designed
exclusively for this platform. Lookout has been securing mobility since 2007 and has

No MDM required for deployment and
management

expertise in this space.
Intuitive admin console

Lookout empowers your organization to adopt secure mobility without compromising
productivity by providing the visibility IT and security teams need. To learn how you can secure

Exec-level reports showing risk reduction

your mobile fleet today, contact us at sales@digicelbusinessprotect.com
Data privacy controls

Contact us for non-obligation posture assessment
Tel: +1 876 469 2677 or Email: sales@digicelbusinessprotect.com
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